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God’s Universal Laws 

 The Law of Attraction 

 

There are three Universal Laws that we will explore in detail so we can obtain an understanding 

as to what they mean and how they can be applied to our lives.  The Law of Attraction is the first 

of the Laws that we will review in this chapter. It is necessary that we understand the application 

of this Law before we move into the next two Universal Laws – Law of Deliberate Creation (the 

second Law) and Law of Allowing (the third Law). We must have application knowledge of the 

first Law – Law of Attraction – before we can utilize the second Law – Law of Deliberate 

Creation – and we must have application knowledge of this second Law before we can utilize the 

third Law.  

 

These Laws are not new because the basis of each of them is the Mental Laws told to us in the 

Torah and biblical translations.  However, they were developed to better support an 

understanding of the basic mental laws and associated physical laws.  These three new laws 

combine certain ones of the Mental Laws into one Law for today’s understanding.  The first of 

these is “The Law of Attraction.”   

 

We should take note that the Law of Spirit, Law of Creation, Law of Reality, and Law of Cause 

and Effect govern the application of Law of Attraction as stated in the ancient texts.  Therefore, 

in this redefining the Mental Laws herein we have created one of the most powerful Universal 

Laws. 

 

Simply put the Law of Attraction can be defined as that which is like unto itself is drawn.1 We 

have all heard growing up that birds of a feather flock together.  How true this is!  In getting 

started let’s review some things covered in the previous chapters. 

 

We have inside each of us an Inner Being (our soul) created by the Universal Source Creator. 

This Inner Being existed in the Spiritual Realm before birth, elected to experience this physical 



life, was granted the opportunity for this physical life experience, selected the parents to which to 

begin this physical life, developed the purpose that was necessary to achieve in this physical life 

while in the Spiritual Realm, is in constant communication 100% of the time with the Universal 

Spiritual Source, is pure energy vibrating at the highest frequency level, and this soul radiates 

pure love constantly 100% of the time.  

 

We have been given a physical body made in the image of God.  In fact, our DNA genetic code 

has three of the four elements of God’s DNA with the fourth being that of carbon.2 Carbon is the 

reason we are like God but different – our physical bodies are not God but of his image.  Our 

bodies consist of 100% of 23 elements from all the elements of energy.  Therefore, our physical 

bodies are pure energy with a vibration frequency ranging between 7 and 9 Hertz.  

 

We have a communication network existing inside of us that links our physical (body) and Non-

Physical (Spirit/Soul) together to allow them to talk to each other.  The purpose is because 

energy communication with other energy in vibration frequencies and when energy at two 

different frequencies wish to talk with each other there must be a connection point that takes the 

higher vibration frequency and buffers it down so that it can talk to lower frequencies. This 

communication network is our emotions.  It is through our emotions that we are guided to make 

changes in our life.  Therefore, we use our Emotional Guidance System to tell us when we are in 

harmony between the physical and Non-Physical and when we are not.  The positive emotional 

feeling means we are in harmony and the negative is out of harmony.  

 

The brain acts as the function controller of the body’s activity.  Through our thoughts we direct 

our brain to send energy signals to various parts of our body to stimulate the movement to cause 

the action created by our thought.  It is the emotions we experience after such action that tells us 

whether the action was a positive one and in harmony with our Non-Physical or a negative one 

and out of harmony with our Non-Physical.  From our emotions we either feel good or bad about 

our actions and make changes within our physical bodies in the future as needed to produce more 

of that we want to feel.  

 



Let’s bring all this together now.  We are certainly a physical Being that we can see here in this 

physical realm, but we are much more than that which we can see through our physical eyes.  We 

are an extension of Non-Physical Source Energy.  This means that our Non-Physical Inner Being 

(our soul) is the purpose of this physical Life experience.  Our Inner Being is here to fulfill a 

creative purpose developed before birth as part of the Divine Plan.  It is this purpose and only 

this purpose why we see ourselves in this physical form.  Without this purpose there would be no 

physical life experience.  

 

So how do we begin?  It does not matter what state of spiritual growth any of us are in – we 

could be just starting out on this journey or we could be well underway.  We all can start from 

right where we are. We cannot offer everything we know in this chapter nor in this book.  What 

we can do is offer a clear understanding of the Universal Laws knowing that some of the readers 

will seek further information and others will not.  

 

As we move forward, we will introduce principles and knowledge based requirements that we 

should pay close attention to.  Not only is the Law of Attraction the most powerful Law in the 

Universe, but we must understand it and be able to apply the concepts of it before anything else 

that is provided in the other two Laws or their applications have any value.  Everything in our 

lives and the lives of others is affected by this Law of Attraction.  It is through the understanding 

of this Law that anything we are living or see others living will make any sense.  To live our 

lives on purpose, we must have an understanding of the law and how to apply it.3  

 

As we begin to apply the Law of Attraction to our lives we will recognize the correlation 

between what we are thinking about and what is actually coming into our Life experiences. 

Believe me, nothing just shows up.  We attract everything – all of it 100% of the time.  There are 

no exceptions.  

 

We create our own Reality.  Because the Law of Attraction is responding to our thoughts which 

we hold onto and focus our emotions, everything that we experience is attracted by us.  It does 

not matter why or what we are thinking about whatever it is we are attracting to us like things. 

Whether it is in remembering something from our past, seeing something in our present or 



imagining something in the future, the thoughts we are focused upon in the present moment 

activates a vibration within each of us and it is this vibration that the Law of Attraction is 

responding to.   

 

Many of us from time-to-time have experienced unwanted things in our life.  We ask ourselves 

and even others how something of this negative impact could happen to us.  We go on to state 

that we would never want that for ourselves or anyone else.  Regardless of the negative event or 

how it played out in our Life experience we can only explain that no one has the power to attract 

what comes to any of us – it is only us that have the power to attract both positive and negative 

experiences into our Life. It is in focusing upon unwanted things, or the essence of it, we have 

then created it by default.  It is because at these times we did not understand the laws of the 

Universe and invited unwanted things into our Life experience through our attention to them 

through our thoughts and emotions.  

 

We should view ourselves as a thought magnet.  We attract into our essence that which we think 

about with feeling.  If we think of ourselves as unworthy then we will attract insecurity.  If we 

think of ourselves as unlovable then we will not attract love.  If we think of ourselves as poor we 

will not attract prosperity.  If we think of ourselves as being healthy then we will not attract 

decease. 

 

Ask and It Shall Be Given 

In Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount documented in Matthew chapter 7 we are given some basic truths 

of our Source. The King James Bible in Matthew 7:7 – 11 states, “Ask, and it shall be given you; 

seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:  For every one that asketh 

receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.  Or what man 

is there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him a stone?  Or if he ask a fish, will he 

give him a serpent?  If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how 

much more shall your Father which is in heaven give good things to them that ask him?”4  This 

message is strengthened showing the power of multiples in Matthew 18:19 which states, “Again 

I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree on earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it 

shall be done for them of my Father which is in heaven.”5  He goes on in Matthew 21:22 to give 



us the formula about how we should ask by stating, “And all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in 

prayer, believing, ye shall receive.”6  

 

It is in this powerful Sermon that we are given the fundamental processes of how we can co-

create our Life experiences.  What is not stated in any passage of ancient text or biblical 

translation is the timing of receiving what we have asked for. We are told that even before we 

ask for anything our Source already knows it and has provided it.  It is in the receiving process 

where we can manifest the things of our asking. 

 

This simple process is at the heart of the all the Universal Laws.  Being that it is so simple why is 

it we have made it so complex in applying it to this physical Life.  We will breakdown the entire 

process of what we need to do in order to apply the Law of Attraction effectively in our daily 

Life experiences.  

 

Communication Process 

When we look at communication as a whole we must look at communication at all of the 

conditions of this physical Life – the physical (our body) and the Non-Physical (our Spirit).   We 

see the Law of Attraction in everything within our society when we see someone who speaks 

about illness has illness; when we see the one who speaks about prosperity has prosperity.  The 

Law of Attraction manifests Life experiences using our vibration match with the vibrations of the 

Universe.  We spoke of this in Chapter Two ‘Universal Energy.”  The Law of Attraction attracts 

to us what we are thinking about and what we give our emotions toward.  We determined that 

our bodies and spirit are pure energy and the manner by which energy communicate between one 

energy source and another is through a vibration frequency that has to match in order for the 

communication to take place.  What does this mean?  To better understand let’s look at a radio.  

If we wish to listen to a particular station that transmits on a given frequency we must turn the 

radio dial to that frequency in order for the receiver (radio) to communicate with the transmitter 

(radio station).  So is true for us.  Our bodies vibrate normally at a frequency between 7 and 9 

Hertz.  However, as we more align ourselves with our spiritual side (our Soul – God’s given 

Spirit) we can move our thought vibration frequency to higher levels that exist only when we are 

in-Spirit.  As we align ourselves with our Spirit then we are able to move up and down the 



Universal vibration frequency based upon the thoughts that we are thinking.  The more positive 

thought the higher the vibration.  The more negative thought the lower the vibration. It is through 

our emotions when we know that we (our Physical self) are in alignment with our Spirit (our 

Non-Physical self).  When we are in alignment, we feel positive emotions.  When we are out of 

alignment we feel negative emotions.  It is through our Emotion Guidance System that we 

monitor these positive or negative emotions.  

 

Our Souls Know the Truth 

The following information is taken from a documentation of a channeling lecture on the subject 

of Extending God’s Creation into the Physical dated September 26, 2005, by Leah and Sananda 

through Sal Rachele.  

 

It is nature of God to radiate into infinity.  It is the nature of God to extend Itself forever 

in all directions simultaneously.  It is the nature of God to love everyone and everything 

without end.  God is incapable of judgment and condemnation.  God is incapable of 

withholding love from any aspect of Creation.  The Love of God continually extends itself 

through and beyond all space and time.  It is impossible for God to limit Itself.  This 

continual expansion and extension of energy, light and love IS the very essence of God.  

It defines God. 

 

While there may be those who believe they can oppose God, and can in fact manifest an 

experience of opposition due to the power of their beliefs, this does not stop God from 

continually radiating perfection upon all.  As the Bible says, the rain falls on the just and 

unjust alike.  Within and beyond this limited belief system you call economics, the laws of 

abundance continue unabated. 

 

If you want to extend God into the physical world, you must align yourself with the 

radiative nature of God and begin extending God-like qualities to the world.  The saints, 

sages, mystics and teachers of times past on your world learned this and that is why they 

dedicated their lives to service.  Many of you reading and listening to this message have 

also dedicated your lives to service.  A life of service truly extends God into the physical 



world. It infuses material substance with divine energy.  God pours His spirit out upon 

all flesh, again according to the Bible. 

 

At this time in your history, the level of awakening of souls, coupled with the ending of 

the Grand Cycle, has opened the floodgates of God’s limitless abundance, and it is 

cascading down the octaves of Creation and rushing into the cracks and crevices of your 

battered and bruised world.  Those of you hell-bent and determined to wrestle scraps of 

power from your fellow man, heed this: your days are numbered.  I do not mean that in 

any sense of harsh judgment or condemnation.  No, I mean that you will no longer be 

able to continue to foist your belief in domination and control upon your brothers and 

sisters. 

 

As the vibration of Earth increases, it will become increasingly difficult to maintain belief 

systems that are in opposition to God’s Limitless Love and Perfection.  The power of the 

light workers upon Earth is growing exponentially.  There will come a point of critical 

shift wherein the power of these souls will exceed the power of the distorted belief 

systems of lack and limitation.  You are rapidly approaching this point. In the years to 

come you will see Heaven on Earth become manifest in all its radiant glory. 

 

When we heal our mind from EGO and accept the flow of communication and direction from the 

soul we become automatically happy.  When we don’t follow the Truth we have refused 

ourselves to be happy.  This needs some very conscious thought.  When we refuse to become 

happy allowing our soul to work through us we, in fact, have created sufficient enough barriers 

to be unhealthy, not be prosperous, and have created an environment depriving others of a whole 

hearted joyous experience as well.  Why would we do this?  Isn’t it time to heal ourselves and 

know that all of what Source created is ours and bring it forth to us at will?  We must see that 

fear (EGO) and love (Spirit) cannot coexist.  Here lies another concept of energy flow that is 

extremely important for us to understand. 

 

We are one with the Universe and as such we are one with everything and everyone in this 

Universe.  We cited in Chapter Two “Universal Energy” of scientific tests on the flow of energy 



from one physical being to another.  Since we are individuals, who are pure energy, we provide a 

continuous flow of energy to everything and everyone in this Universe.  As well as do they to us. 

Therefore, it makes no difference that we are or what part we are playing in this vast Universe.  

The healing of everything is offered to everyone else by everyone.  This means that every part of 

the universe benefits equally from all of the parts.  

 

We are constantly being blessed by every beneficial thought of any other physical being 

regardless of time or space.  It is based upon this energy flow principle that we should want to 

bless everyone as they bless us.  We do not need to know them individually or they us.  It is 

through Source that we are connected one to another and this connection internally within us is 

our soul.   

 

When we allow our soul to take charge of our Life we become healed.  If we do not choose to be 

healed we have told our minds we don’t want it and until we change our mind we cannot be 

healed.  For the mind cannot have what it does not choose to be.  It is only by invitation that our 

soul can flow through us.  It is in this invitation that we understand the Truth of the Universe.   

 

Our Thoughts Do the Asking 

When we decided to come into this physical life experience we were given four attributes of the 

heavenly angles.  One of these was the ability to have Discriminating Intellect.7 This attribute 

gave us the ability to think and to choose the thoughts we wanted and what we experienced in 

life.  It also created an avenue for disconnect between our ability of thought and that which the 

Spirit wanted to flow through us.  When we were born the only knowledge we had was that of 

our Source through our Soul which directed us until we allowed other physical beings to 

program our minds from their thoughts instead.  We began at a very young age to allow those 

individuals (parents, teachers, friends, and other influential people) surrounding us to dissuade us 

from our own powerful impulses.  This process over a long period of time convinced us that their 

practiced way was far better than the way of our Spiritual influence from our Soul.  We found it 

easier just to adapt to their ideas as to what was best for us rather than trying to figure things out 

for ourselves.  In allowing this to happen, we have relinquished the most basic foundations given 

to us by our Source – our total and absolute freedom to create (think).8 This reminds me of a 



chess game where we are both players and the king is our Life.  We make a move with Spirit 

then make a move with self and vice versa until we end up checkmating our own thoughts and 

ability to create.  

 

We did not give up this freedom easily.  In fact, I call this the terrible two’s or three’s whichever 

the case maybe.  The rebellious nature of a child going through this transformation of their pure 

Spirit filled thoughts as they fight with parents as to what they fill is right.  While each of us 

went through this process this freedom provided in-Spirit never went away.  It is at the center of 

our Inner Being.  However, the transformation as an early child and the continued programming 

even as adults have caused our chess match to become a war between our EGO and our Spirit. 

Depending on what state we have allowed our thoughts to formulate an idea – in EGO or in-

Spirit – will determine exactly what we attract into our Life experiences.  It is this formulation of 

the idea (our thoughts) that sends the vibration frequency out to the Universe asking for that 

which we are thinking of – that which we may want or that which we may not want. 

 

What parents failed to do early with their children was to teach them that they live in a duality 

world in this physical life form.  They are to think the thoughts provided to them of the Spirit and 

integrate with other physical beings at the same time.  It is in this understanding of a duality 

world where we come to know that our thoughts drive our Life experiences.  For if we had only 

one dimension of our physical form (either physical or spirit, not both) then we would only have 

thoughts driven by that dimension.  But since we have duality world our Soul is in constant 

communication with our Source 100% of the time wanting to flow thoughts through us and our 

minds think that which we direct it to think regardless of whether it be in-Spirit or not – the mind 

war we created. 

 

The other thing parents failed to do with their children was to teach them that only they could 

control their Life experiences – no other person can create their Life experiences – and they are 

free to make their own choices.  Had parents done this with their children then they would have 

been more closely aligned with Source to co-create their world beginning as a young child.  

 



We can continue with this mind war we have created or we can begin applying the Universal 

Laws in our Life.  By utilizing the Universal Laws we become free allowing our Spirit to flow 

through us in our thoughts creating the positive desires we wish for.  This choice should be a 

simple one to make.  If we want to live in-Spirit being aligned with our Source to be able to co-

create the environment that is full of love, joy, kindness, abundance, great health, etc. etc. etc. 

then we must begin to focus our thoughts on what it is we want instead of what it is we don’t 

want.  Whatever we are thinking about is what will be manifested into our Life experience --- it 

is Law! 

 

It is here that the Mental Laws we discussed in Chapter Three “Universal Laws” play a very 

significant role.  We are given the choice of thought and action.  We can choose at any point in 

time to change those thoughts or actions if they are not what we wish for.  All the Mental laws 

applying to thought process are apparent in our everyday life but we choose not to utilize them 

when we need to.  It is here that the Law of Attraction gets misunderstood.  We are in total 

control over our thoughts, and it is our thoughts that send the vibration signal out to the Universe 

to supply our requests.  However, when we want something and ask for something else thinking 

we are asking for what we want will we get what we do not want. So it is in our thought patterns 

where we need to work on making sure our thoughts are on exactly what we want and. If not, 

shift the thoughts to something that we do want. 

 

Our Emotional Guidance System Balances Thoughts with Source 

It is through our emotions that we know if we are connected to the Source or not. It is through 

our emotions that provide guidance to our thoughts as they relate to the Divine Plan and the 

Laws of the Universe. It is here that our Non-Physical Self communicates with our Physical 

counterpart.  This can be a foreign concept to understand as it was for me initially.  So, let’s look 

at this in some detail.  Before our separation with our Source Creator we did not have any reason 

to think or feel because we were with one mind with our Source. We did not understand at that 

time that there was any other thought other than that which was provided by our Source.  It was 

not until we became aware of the knowledge of good and evil that we had the ability to think for 

ourselves and have freewill to act on own on. This ability is what developed the Ego-self – our 

own mind to think and actions to do as we choose.  Because of this mind separation from Source 



(having two minds – Ego-self and Spirit) we are not controlled by Source but have a choice to 

adhere to the words of the Source or the words of our EGO-self.  God placed in our minds when 

he allowed EGO to be created a call to joy.9  We have a choice to hear and act upon either our 

EGO-self or the joy of the Spirit.  We can only hear one at a time.  If and when we do (we all 

will get back to where we were at one point or another) there will be no need for EGO-self and 

emotions.  It is in the process of removing the EGO-self from our lives that we need the 

emotions to provide guidance.  For if we have not yet obtained Atonement (become of one mind 

with Spirit) we will always be thinking through the EGO-self.  It is these thoughts that we need 

to know if they are in alignment with the Spirit or not.  It is through the Emotional Guidance 

System that we know if we are in alignment or not.  Think of it this way.  All thoughts are ours 

to choose and as we think thoughts they are compared to the Spiritual voice inside us and if the 

thought is a match to the Spiritual Voice then we feel good.  If the thought has not match then we 

feel bad. Good emotions are those positive emotions of love, joy, kindness, peace, etc. Bad 

emotions are those of hate, dispare, disappointment, depression, etc.  It is through listen and 

feeling with our emotions that we know we are in alignment with the Source.   The guide here is 

to allow us to understand that we need to change our thoughts on an on-going basis to make sure 

that we are in constant alignment with our Source.  

 

Visualization 

This is a very powerful tool for us to use in co-creating our Life experiences.  They are many 

applications of visualization as it relates to specific disciplines or talents.  For instance, a dancer 

will visualize a specific turn, a song writer will visualize on a particular message, a computer 

designer will focus on the desired outcome of the design, etc.  However, visualization as a 

process is the same regardless of these classifications.  When we visualize we create a mental 

image?  In doing so, we launch our thoughts and emotions toward what we are visualizing.  We 

are told in Mark 11:24 that “Therefore I say unto you, what thing soever ye desire, when ye pray 

[ask], believe ye receive [them], and ye shall have [them].” [authors emphasis] What better way 

to believe we have received that which we desire than visualizing that we have them already.  

Everything we desire should be clearly visible in our mind.   In fact, if it is a new car we want 

then we need to see ourselves inside it, driving it, listening to the stereo, etc.  If it is a new piece 



fo clothing then see yourself wearing it and how great you look.  Visualization brings to life our 

wants and desires.  

 

Course Correction Changes 

As we move from where we are today to where we want to be we will come to those times when 

we are required to make a course change.  These changes maybe only in our thoughts but could 

be in relationships, businesses, where we live or anything else that we feel comfortable about.  In 

Chapter Three ‘Universal Laws” we identified that changes in our thoughts occur very frequently 

through the Law of Sponsoring Thoughts, the law of Substitution, and the Law of Mental 

Equivalents.  However, as they relate to things outside of our thoughts these course correction 

changes are things that you have to know to be of Source direction (thought alignment and 

emotions).  When we are directed to make one of these course corrections we should do so with 

joy and love in our heart.  Changes are a constant way of life for the enlightened individual.  For 

it is our ability to understand and make changes when needed that provides the freedom where 

we grow in Life.    

 

Acceptance 

Acceptance is the key to manifestation. Not only does it apply to the law of Attraction itself but 

it is the third Law we will be describing in detail – the Law (Art) of Allowing.  The principle of 

the attribute of Life is again given to us in Mark 11:24 – “….. believe that ye receive, ….”  How 

can you believe anything without first having acceptance of it.  Therefore, with anything you 

wish for and where you request is made in alignment with the Source then we are told to KNOW 

that it is already provided and that in our belief we have received it.  

 

Once we believe we have received it then it shall be manifested in our Lives.  I think we 

understand now that it is in allowing and acceptance where we can manage the timing of our co-

creating Life experiences.   

 

Bringing It All Together 

We have identified that all of the things that we experience in our lives begins with begins with a 

thought.  The manner by which we create our thought will determine what gets brought into our 



Life experience.  The thought in effect asks the Universe for whatever we are thinking by 

emitting a vibration signal to the Universe. It is this vibration signal that we offer equal to our 

asking which equals our point of attraction.  Our thoughts can be from our EGO-self of from the 

spiritual Inner Being within each of us.  EGO is not of the spirit and is everything negative.  It is 

our soul where we know the Truth and everything positive.  It is through our Emotional 

Guidance System where we keep our physical self in balance and harmony with our spiritual 

non-physical self.  This is the key to knowing that we are living in-spirit.  When we feel negative 

in anyway – fear, anger, disappointment, depressed – we know we are not in harmony with our 

spiritual non-physical self.  When we feel positive in anyway – love, joyous, kind – we know 

that we are in harmony with our spiritual non-physical self.  We are told in the ancient writings 

and biblical translations that once we ask for something it is automatically given but it is in the 

belief that we already have it that brings it to us.  We enhance our belief system through the 

visualization of the image of what we have asked for as already having it.  If we attract into our 

Life experience that which we do not want we need to make a thought course correction.  We 

make this thought course correction by substituting our thoughts with the thoughts that will 

create the correct vibration signal.  Once we know that our thoughts are in harmony with our 

spiritual non-physical self from our Emotional Guidance System then we have to wait on its 

delivery.  We must accept the fact the Source by His Law has already provided everything we 

ask for but it is the timing of the manifestation that we then need to focus on.  We can influence 

the timing of the manifestation by continuing thoughts towards our wants with a belief we 

already have it and accept that Source provides all things asked for.  As we continue our focus on 

what we want we increase the vibration attraction to that which we want and impact the timing 

of the manifestation.   

 

So now since we have a complete understanding about how things occur in our Life it is 

important to look into the process of managing our thought vibrations.   

 

How Do We Implement the Law of Attraction into our Lives? 

The first thing is to realize that with or without a purposeful intent of attracting what you want 

into your life you are attracting what you experience in your daily Life.  Whatever your current 

conditions of a relationship, financial abundance, business success, etc. has all come to you just 



as you have asked for it.  Acceptance is a big part our co-creation Life experience.  When you 

come to this realization then and only then can you begin to make a difference in your Life by 

co-creating your Life experiences. 

 

Once you have realized that you are co-creating your Life experiences with or without a 

purposeful intent then you have to want to make a change in your Life activities.  Without 

understanding that a change is needed and acceptance of the change there cannot be any change 

take place.  This is a critical part of application to our lives.  We most of the time tell ourselves 

that a change is needed and accept the change but never implement it to later question ourselves 

as to why something has never changed.  Follow through with the change is a critical step here. 

 

We must understand that we have two voices continuously speaking to us. One is our EGO-self 

and the other is the Spirit.  It is these two voices that we are in conflict with.  One is of our own 

choosing and the other presents us all the Universal Truths.  Because we have the ability of 

choice and independent thought we must train ourselves as to how to ask for what we want 

instead of what we do not want.  For example, if you wish for financial prosperity and you are 

thinking about the lack of money to pay your bills then what you are attracting to you is more 

lack of financial resources. The thought ought to be that we are financial prosperous and 

visualize the abundant financial resources we have and not think of anything related to lack 

thereof.  This goes with everything else.  I have a friend who spoke to me about a relationship 

partner and what was important in this partner.  When I asked her if she had found someone 

many months later she told me know that she was only meeting the same people who she did not 

want a relationship with.  I asked her how she was thinking about this and she told me she was 

thinking about what she did not like in individuals instead of what she liked.  So in teaching us 

how to ask for what we want we have to reprogram our thought patterns to really think about 

what we want instead of the lack of it. 

 

Once we have trained our mind to think about our wants and desires correctly then we must 

listen intently to our emotions. It is our emotions that balance our EGO-self with our Spiritual 

side.  Whatever we are thinking about should be evaluated with our emotions on an on-going 

basis.  If our emotions are positive in nature then we know our thoughts are in alignment with the 



Source.  When our emotions are negative in nature we know that we are not aligned with Source 

and working from a single EGO position.  I am very process oriented. So when I looked at this in 

my own life I had to crawl before I walked. I had to walk before I ran. Once I was running I was 

able to maintain alignment most of the time so my emotions where producing more joy all the 

time.  This can happen immediately if we were to change ourselves.  However, in most of us this 

is a learning experience. Not that we ever forgot about being aligned with Spirit but in that we 

must reconnect to be in alignment because of our ability to choose.  I will say that as we come 

closer and closer to enlightenment the EGO-self fades away to nothing and our emotions are 

there providing peace to us.  The closer we get the higher our vibrations and the more we co-

create.  When our thoughts do not produce what we want or the desired outcomes we must 

change our thoughts. We can change our thoughts immediate by substituting one thought with 

another.   

 

As we understand that our thoughts begin the process of Attraction and as we learn how to think 

properly with regards to what we want and not want then we can begin providing the power of 

intention into manifesting those things into our Life experience.  We will look at detail to 

Intention in a later chapter but here we need to understand that whatever we give our attention to 

with all our emotions and beliefs will be manifested into our Life experiences. Once we have 

lined out our thoughts correctly and our emotions or positive reflecting spiritual alignment then it 

is our intention that enhances the co-creative experience work.  We can only attract into our life 

what we intent.  We can use a lot of support processes like affirmations, visualizations, 

meditation or prayer to support our intention but it is the power (magnitude) of our intention we 

place on those things we want in our lives that are manifested.  I can say that the magnitude of 

the intention we place on a given want or desire will affect the timing of it being manifested into 

our lives.  

 

 


